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• Download all KWM product
manuals and product
information sheets
• View technical support
videos on adjustments,
common problems
and fixes
• Use the gutter material
calculator for accurate
feet to pounds and pounds
to feet conversions
• Quote easily using the
gutter job estimating tool
for contractors
Much more to come—
watch the KWM website
for our launch date!

www.kwmgutterman.com • Toll-free (888) 729-4290
After business hours call Ken at (815) 405-1731 or Keith at (815) 405-1729.

FEATURES AND
BENEFITS OF OUR
HANGER:
• Available in aluminum,
galvanized, and
stainless steel
• Double ribbed and
gusseted for strength
• Available in sizes 7" - 12"

1-800-628-5849
www.garretymfg.com
info@garretymfg.com
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Publisher’s Note

H

ow do you say thank
you! Everyone in this
industry are simply the
finest people I have ever associated with. I had the great pleasure
of being at Metalcon in Pittsburgh, an intimate show that was
thought provoking with brilliant
speakers and Pittsburgh’s finest
hospitality. Go Steelers! Thank
you, Fairmont of Marriot Hotel
and staff, perfection. Never met
a warmer environment and right
on the water. Ralph Wilhelm and
I took a 4-hour ride into what was pure bliss. Eddie V’s well done.
Ladies, Music and Food were brilliant. Jessica you know who you
are I’m working on new card tricks. I apologize to all the waiters
too many to mention, outstanding had way too much fun. With
that being said, change is always exciting, so I wish to introduce
Cassie Miller. She will be working closely with the editor staff at
Gutter Enterprise to exceed your expectations. Enjoy- Work Hard,
Play Often, Love Life and Never give up!
A good salesperson only needs a good product.

Enjoy,

Brian Mahoney
Brian Mahoney, Publisher
Gutter Enterprise
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Foundations and
Diverting Water

4
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G

utter Installers should understand
the different types of foundations
builders use to aid in making good
gutter and gutter cover decisions for
the homeowner.

A brief overview of the different foundation
options- As always, the rudimentary process is to
move water away from the house/foundation.
Depending on the type of ground structure, soil
considerations will help dictate the best possible outcome for the homeowner. For instance,
dense, dry soil will be stable, forgiving of less
than-perfect construction and less likely to settle after the house has been built. But if the site
has soft, wet clay, the foundation will be much
more likely to settle, leading to cracked tile,
drywall, and even masonry. In both situations
one can see how important it is to move water
away from the foundation.
Water, Water everywhere. It gives us life. Oceans,
lakes, rivers, and streams are made of it. Yet, in
homebuilding and the gutter industry, water is
dangerous. Installers should become champions
in understanding not only that gutters are necessary for the health of the home and occupants but,
what different elements are used by the builder
to deal with the soil and landscaping around the
home. This will aid the installer to suggest the best
possible gutter options for the homeowner.

Keeping it Dry-

Concrete is not waterproof, so water that sits
on the outside of the foundation wall can make
its way inside as water vapor. Surface water that
seeps into the ground near the house will quickly
become an interior moisture problem. The result:
a damp home environment that encourages mold
and mildew growth. This is true regardless of
foundation type. Builders may install Perforated
pipe, placed around the perimeter of the footing
to catch any water in the soil and drain it away.
Landscaping also plays an important role in
keeping foundations dry. Installers should make
mental note if builders have taken the extra steps
to move the water away from the home/foundation. This will aid in choosing the right gutter
and cover for each project. It’s recommended
siting the house well enough above grade so that
water can easily drain away from the foundation.
Using firm, rather than loose, soil close to the
house will also help.

Inside Troubles-

The moisture that results from water repeatedly collecting your foundation will eventually
find its way into the basement, crawl space, or
January 2020
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concrete floor. Though the air in your
home may naturally absorb some
of the moisture, the excess moisture-heavy air can settle against cold
surfaces like windows, attic plywood,
and inside exterior walls. And while
condensation at windows may seem
nothing more than an irritation, if
left unattended it can cause fungal
wood rot in attics and walls, leading
to costly repairs.

Outside Troubles-

Water that runs off the roof and lands
near the edge of foundations cause
a variety of problems. Erosion, for
starters. And the repeated soaking
and drying will cause foundations to
compress and compact; over time,
potentially damaging your foundation. Repeated soaking from runoff
can also carry topsoil down through
any limestone draining material laid
during construction, washing away
topsoil and clogging the drainage material and leading to more backups.

Building Solid
Foundations-

The Hoover Dam is one of our country’s most amazing feats of engineering. Designed to harness the power of
the Colorado River, the dam provides
electricity to millions, but in context
of building solid foundations, it excels
at one important thing – it keeps water out. Just like the Hoover Dam, all
well-built structures start with a solid
foundation. Although foundations
have been made from several materials — stone, block, and even treated
wood — reinforced concrete is used
in most new homes. The contractor
erects wooden forms, installs steel
reinforcing bars (“rebar”) between the
form faces, then fills the forms with
poured concrete. After the concrete
sets, the forms are removed. There
are three main foundation types: full
basement, crawlspace and slab-ongrade. Different types are popular in
different parts of the country, with
reasons that include ground conditions and local market expectations.

Full basement-

Typically consists of footings placed
deep below the region’s frost depth
6
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and eight-foot-high walls that enclose
a four-inch-thick poured concrete
slab. This creates an underground
room that can be used as a storage
and mechanical space and/or finished
to create a living area. Strongly suggest moving the water away from the
foundation with a system comprised
of flex tubing with holes to aid in the

removal of water near the foundation
and away from the house.

Crawlspaces-

Are most common in the Southeast
and parts of the Midwest. The footings
are placed below the frost line, but
there’s only enough headroom between the ground and the floor frame

for someone to crawl around. Most crawl spaces include
foundation vent openings. They’re supposed to prevent the
buildup of excess moisture, but they can backfire by bringing moisture into the space. Open crawlspaces can become
breeding grounds for mold and moisture. This moisture
soaks the home’s framing, leading to rot and structural
failure, and can carry mold spores and other pollutants into
the home’s living space. Equally important to move water
away from crawlspaces.

Slab-on-Grade-

The slab-on-grade foundation is what it sounds like: a
concrete slab poured at grade level that serves as the
subfloor for the home’s main living area. A shallow footing
around the edges of the slab transfers the weight of the
home’s walls to the ground. Before the pour, a bed of gravel
is spread across the slab area to allow drainage, wire mesh
is rolled out to reduce the chance of cracking and any inslab plumbing pipes or electrical conduit is installed. Slab
foundations are most common in warm regions and where
there are high water tables, such as Florida. When used in
northern climates, special frost proofing details are required, which, in most cases, consists of a short foundation
wall (called a “stemwall”) poured on footings placed below
the frost line.
Regardless of foundation type, the foundation walls and
footings are designed to work as a unit, supporting the
weight of the home and transferring that weight to the
surrounding ground. How well they do this depends in
part on what type of ground the footing rests on. Foundations for commercial buildings are custom engineered
for each site, but in residential construction that’s usually
only true in special cases. Almost all residential foundations are designed according to generic expectations of
the area’s soil conditions.
Should you run across these situations mentioned below,
help the customer understand the overall impact on the
home and possible options to mitigate the problem.

water away. Very simply, borrow earth from three feet away
from the structure, and toss it against the side of the house
thus creating the slope.
Divert Downspouts- Installers can recommend black,
plastic corrugated 6-inch hose that fits around the base of
the downspout. This device carries water away from the
house, preventing it from seeping down into the foundation. Construct a swale ditch: Constructing a ditch and
filling with landscaping rock can help divert water away
from the house, especially for flat yards.

Exterior French Drain-

To the contrary, for homes situated on slopes, an exterior
French drain, including a subterranean ditch with a black
perforated corrugated hose can be used to divert surface
water away from the house. Suggest a sump pump: When
all else fails, installing a sump pump may be the solution.
This includes digging a well through the basement or slab
of the home. The well may be up to seven or 10 feet deep.
As the water table increases, a sump pump activates and
transports water away from the house.
The installer should discuss the above options while
walking the property with the homeowner. This will lend
credibility to the installer and only takes a couple of extra
minutes. It could lead to upselling other services like water
harvesting. (To be discussed in the nest issue) GE

GutterWorks.com

BY FRONT STREET MANUFACTURING, INC.

DOWNSPOUT TILE ADAPTERS
Universal to fit ANY drain tile in the ground
Available in
Black or White
for the same
low price

Signs of Trouble-

Small hairline shrinkage cracks aren’t unusual with a new
foundation, but some other types of cracks should raise
a red flag. A narrow, vertical crack is seldom a sign of
problems, but if the crack is significantly wider at the top
than at the bottom, it could indicate that the foundation
is settling unevenly. Be wary of horizontal cracks, which
could indicate a structural failure of the wall. Fortunately,
this type of failure is more common with block walls and
is extremely rare with poured concrete. Saying Goodbye to
Water Solid foundations are a great start. But what of older
homes? Or those built without the precision and care we’ve
discussed above? Are there other sources of water gaining
access to the house? Unfortunately, there are many ways in
which H2O can become an unwelcome. Fortunately, there
are a few methods for diverting water available – some
expensive and some not. Increase grade: The earth around
the home should be sloped away from the house to divert

Manufactured
in Iowa by
Front Street Mfg.

Sizes 2x3x3,
2x3x4, 3x4x3,
3x4x4, 4x4x4,
5x5x4, 6x6x6
and also 4x6x4 &
4x6x6 which also
fit 4x5 down pipe

PRICING ON WEBSITE
FREE SHIPPING ON ORDERS OVER $300

Many more items available
at www.gutterworks.com
888-376-6871
DISTRIBUTOR PRICING AVAILABLE
Contact Randy: sales@gutterworks.com or 888-376-6871
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Industry Spotlight

Q&A with Scott Breyer,
All Weather Armour
By Craig Hoffman, Editor
an extensive background in Mechanical Engineering from
past experience and education along with also owning a
very high tolerance and quality demanding custom bearing
and material handling company. Although these two product lines seem miles apart, we’re able to apply our previous
Mechanical and thermodynamic knowledge into designing
the best gutter guards available.
What products does your company manufacture and sell?
We design into our products the absolute best materials
and most robust manufacturing processes to provide our
dealers with products that almost sell them self when compared to inferior product competition. We strive to build in
quality features that help sell our products.
We manufacture a family of high-end gutter guards that we
call ArmourGuard® and roof protection products for dealers and contractors, including ice dam prevention solutions
called IceArmour® for both residential and commercial
applications – professional-grade products that are professionally installed. These are true four-season gutter guards
that not only prevent debris from getting in the gutter but
also prevents ice formation and ice dams while still maximizing water throughput via capillary action.
How has your company evolved over the years?

How long have you been in the industry, and where did
you start?
We (www.precisionrevolution.com) manufacture bearings,
conveyor components, rollers, wheels, pulley wheels, engineered assemblies and other products aligned with motion related applications. The evolution from the bearing
market into the gutter and roof industry is a long story, but
to answer the question, it began from a sales call to help
a company design an aluminum extrusion. We ended up
buying the company, put the development of our premium
gutter guards on the fast track and the rest is history.
We have been heavily involved in the manufacturing sector
for 25+ years. Only recently since 2012 have we been
directly involved in the gutter and roof protection industry.
Although relatively new to this specific industry, we draw
8
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We originally had one product line selling and marketing
our roof heat panels to fight ice dams here in the midwest,
we quickly expanded with the all rights purchase of GutterGlove IceBreaker and began manufacturing and selling
this heated gutter guard line. From there we designed and
developed our own line of advanced Gutter guards and
have continued to develop and grow our product offerings
to the point of where we are today.
We have grown leaps and bounds, especially in the last 3
years. Much of this increase is due to our constant evolution
of superior products along with a large on the shelf inventory
and something that we pride ourselves on, customer service.
We now have a presence throughout the U.S. and Canada
and assemble all our products in our quality-controlled
20,000 square foot manufacturing facility in Wisconsin.
How do you market your gutter products?
That’s a great question and an ever-changing challenge. Internet search engine ads were a mainstay for us. Having a robust
website that facilitates search engine optimization seems to

get the biggest bang for the buck. We’re also implementing a
national advertising campaign focusing in areas such as magazines, trade journals such as Gutter Enterprise, radio, TV, and
even in negotiations with a Nascar racing team. The potential
link with Nascar is first and foremost a love for the sport.
Growing up 15 miles from Matt Kenseth and watching him
evolve from the local tracks to the Big leagues got me hooked.
Now I have a family friend connected with a local young talent
named Sam Mayer that I am hoping to get a sponsorship deal
to get our name out there with that market.
What are some of the challenges your company faces in
the current market?
The biggest challenge currently is a good problem, our
growth. Our growth presents several challenges such as
forecasting, a large capital draw for inventory in excess of
$1 million, good/available employees, and of course the
new ever-changing tariffs.
Our biggest competition is not the product it’s self, but the
enormous marketing and sales budgets of a couple large
manufacturers. All Weather Armour is developing a National presence and have plans to gain an enormous chunk
of the pie from these giants in a short matter of time.
How do you distribute your products?
We partner with our dealers, period. We value their success as our success and do everything we can to assist with
their growth even with the little things such as available

pre-printed marketing materials, a web portal where images and logos can be downloaded for electronic and print
advertising, as well as instructional and training videos.
Also available are personalized sales training webinars and
an online product training certification they must take and
pass before they can represent our products.
What are your thoughts on the gutter guard industry as
a whole?
We feel that there are many inferior and DIY products
that the homeowner can choose from that are substandard and are sold by aggressive representatives. As in
other facets of the home improvement industry, some
companies use an aggressive sales methodology to “hard
sell” substandard products that claim to be the best. Not
only does this tarnish the industry but the collateral damage makes the homeowners afraid to even explore gutter
guard options. This can cause consumers to resort to the
inferior DIY retail market and try to take on the task
themselves as opposed to using professionals. This can
lead to at best a temporary solution and at worst injuries
to the homeowner. We are constantly trying to educate
the homeowner by providing our representing dealers
industry leading training, certifications, samples, sales
tools, leads, etc. We have developed a very detailed and
educational website for the home owner and have a back
end on our web site for our dealers providing them with
training videos and marketing tools. GE

Say Goodbye

Dirty Hangers,
Dirty Hands
& Dirty Gutters

to

Double Rib - 5” & 6”

Elite - 5” & 6”

Ultra Maxx - 5” & 6”
Speed Screw - 5” & 6”
I
N
C

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026
We pay the freight on any order over $100!
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Gutter Covers –

What You Should Know!

By Craig Hoffman and Brian Mahoney

G

utters are a vital part of any home’s infrastructure. They protect a home’s foundation by
channeling water away from its base/foundation. They also prevent erosion and moisture
seeping into the home. They are the front
lines of defense against Mother Nature’s intrusion.
If gutters are staring down the enemy (in this case – water)
than the gutter cover is the unit held in reserve for the big
battle to come – when wind, storms and in some cases fire
attack the home with the debris of leaves, twigs, needles,
and other types of nature’s hazards. The gutter cover’s
assignment is twofold – keeping the debris out of the gutter
to allow for proper runoff, and to aid the homeowner
with the onerous task of cleaning gutters as part of regular
home maintenance. In addition, depending on where you
install gutters will dictate what options are available to you.
California strongly recommends gutter covers to mitigate
possible fire hazards.

Those solid top gutter covers were created in the mid1900s. They were designed with a small space—approximately 3/8” in width in front of the gutter cover to allow
water to flow. Later, other gutter covers were made with an
arched top to extend the cover over the lip (surface adhesion) to allow the debris to flow off the front edge entirely
an onto the ground below. There are also arched cover
hybrids using spring tension to eliminate the need for a clip
and other options, such as large oval bristles and foam that
sit inside gutters

Covering the Gutter Cover Industry

According to the Freedonia Group, the gutter cover industry
is expected to reach $300 million in sales in the next few
years. There are hundreds of different gutter cover products
on the market. They are also controversial. According to
Consumer Reports, testing showed some systems keep out
debris while retaining rainwater, but some expensive systems
performed worse than cheaper, DIY products.

Gutter Cover History

Ever since the invention of the gutter, we’ve been trying
to cover them. From mesh covers to steel guards and
every material in between, the gutter industry has been
searching for a perfect design to keep the debris out and
water flowing.

Most gutters cover installations can be quick and placed or
attached to existing gutters. One universal action of all covers is that they keep gutters clean for longer. By preventing
clogs, stagnant water is eliminated. Covers can also prolong
the life of gutters by preventing premature rusting, often
caused by rotting debris.

The first products invented were gutter screens. Initially, they
were flat metal screens and eventually evolved into plastic
screens with square or round openings. These basic screen
designs were invented in the early part of the 1900s. According to Jim Ealer Jr. of E-Z Gutter Guards, “the gutter cover
industry really took off in the mid-1980s, but choices were
limited. Once the introduction of roll-formed aluminum and
steel covers were developed, the industry really took off.”

Installation can be expensive. New gutter guards that are
professionally installed can cost between $7.50 and $12.00
per linear foot. The size of the home can create a large investment. Ice issues are common and different guards will
react poorly to ice causing damage. In addition, gutters
will still need to be cleaned. According to Tag Saunders of
Raytec Manufacturing, “despite claims in the marketplace,
there are no 100% maintenance free gutter covers. Some

10
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do a better job than others. A professional gutter installer will be able to
recommend the cover that will work
best for the homeowner’s location
and budget.”

Types of Gutter Covers

Pros and cons of each gutter cover
are debatable and certain cons can be
solved by using an alternative guard
that is more appropriate for the individual house. Gutter covers come in a
variety of materials- Aluminum, vinyl,
PVC, plastic, steel and polypropylene.
Many different issues can occur depending on the location of the home.
The Eastern part of the country will
have more issues with ice, trees and
debris. For example, a problem with
ice can be solved by heated guards,
but debris tends to collect on the
top of the gutter cover. The constant
change in temperature/heat will aid
in the breakdown of leaves and debris
that builds up on the cover. Another concern is the amount of rainfall
relative to roof pitch. Obviously, the
steeper the roof the faster the water
off the roof. Some gutter cover options
will handle the increased water flow,
such as covers that rely on surface
adhesion. Disadvantage- pine needles
and leaves can find their way into the
slotted area causing clogs. Wind is
another factor; many covers rely on
the wind to move the debris off the
cover. Many options slide underneath
the roof, which may cause a problem
with roof warranties. It is important
that the homeowner realize roof warranties, down the road, maybe void.
This also creates an opportunity for

an upsell for roofers, when installing
a new roof. Let the homeowner know
many roof warranties will be void if
gutters and covers are not installed
at the same time. Another issue is
the nesting of birds and other flying
creatures. Capping the Gutter Cover
at the end of a run is recommended,
this will help prevent birds from nesting in the gutter. It is important that
you “deep clean” gutters, usually twice
a year according to industry experts
and can involve having to remove
the cover to access the gutter bottom
where decayed debris accumulates.
Professional gutter cleaning can be expensive, especially with the removal of
the guard. Houses two-or-three stories
tall can be laborious to clean, even for
a professional. Industry experts note
this is where they see accidents with
inexperienced homeowners using ladders incorrectly or falling off roofs.
Finally- One major concern with all
covers is ice buildup. I you live in an
area that sees a lot of ice and snow.
The long winter can create ice-buildup
which can damage the roof line. As
the snow collects on the gutter cover
and freezes over long stretches of cold
temperatures, the ice will build-up.
This creates an issue whereas ice will
back up underneath the roof shingle
and damage the roof underlayment .

Different Gutter
Cover options

A gutter brush, is one type of gutter
guard typically made of polypropylene. It looks like an upright bristle
brush inserted inside the gutter that

prevents leaves and other debris from
accumulating underneath. As a result,
water from rain and thawed snow
flows freely inside the gutter. Lightweight debris, such as leaves, that are
trapped atop the gutter brush will be
blown away by wind eventually.

Foam

Foam-filler gutter guards are made
from porous polyurethane substance
and fit inside the gutter. They block
materials, except liquids, from entering and collecting. This type of guard
can help minimize mildew, fungus,
and molds in the gutter. While other
types of covers sit on top of the gutter
opening, foam guards sit inside them.
A pair of scissors is needed to cut the
foam to the proper lengths. Fitting
them into the eavestroughs is just a
matter of pushing or bending them
into place.

Screen or Mesh

Screen or mesh guards are usually fitted under the roofing shingles. Micro
mesh gutter guards look like metal
or PVC plates that fit over the top of
the gutter. Looking closely shows the
top perforated by thousands of tiny
holes that are as small as 50 microns
in diameter. That’s about 1/500th of
an inch, or 1/20th of a millimeter, fine
enough to leaves and twigs and most
seeds. This type of guard is particularly appropriate for houses that are near
evergreen trees, whose pine needles
can fall through coarser screening or
foam. This option may not handle the
heavier rain falls.
Screen guards consist of coarse
screens that fit over the top of the
gutters. They may resemble hardware
cloth or chicken wire and are typically
made of metal, nylon filaments, or
coarse polyether foam. They’re lightweight, inexpensive, and appropriate
for DIYers.

Nylon

Nylon gutter guards are designed to
slip easily into gutters without the
need to attach them onto the roofing
shingles. This type of guard aids in
stopping the entry and accumulation
of snow and ice in the gutter. Since
nylon guards are not attached to the
January 2020
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shingles, there will be more space in
the gutter for the water to enter and
flow through. This is an ideal type of
gutter guard for the winter season.

Reverse Curve

The reverse curve gutter cover has a
solid cover and horizontal slots located
near the gutter. The design prevents
leaves from collecting in the gutter, and
it also allows debris to freely fall to the
ground. This type of cover follows the

roof ’s natural slope which enables water to flow unobstructed. Reverse curve
surface tension gutter guards cover the
top of the eavestrough and then curve
back toward the house, creating a long
horizontal slot that leads back into
the gutter. Water flows over the top of
the guard, around the curve, and into
the slot. Drawbacks- leaves and debris
can collect in the slotted areas creating
additional issues.

30+ Years. 19 Gutter Guards.
1000 Different Environments.

We Have a
Gutter
Guard
for That.

Non-gutter Cover

Non-gutter covers, also known as
louvered gutter guards, replace gutters
with thin aluminum louvers that can
effectively channel or direct water
away from the roof. They look very
much like a window blind. Every time
there is rain, the water that hits the
slightly angled louvers will be deflected away from your house. This gutter
guard is ideal for homeowners who do
not want to have visible downspouts
and gutters on their home exterior.

Wrapping up Gutter
Covers

According to professional gutter
installers, when gutter guards are
properly installed, they do their job
- preventing the gutter from filling
with debris - problems that can cause
gutter overflow during heavy rains.
Gutters will require cleaning about
one-half to one-third as often with
covers than without.
Gutter covers are an attractive feature
to many homebuyers that want to
save time and money doing home
maintenance. Many types, as noted,
are DIY-installation options. Gutter
installers say that wet leaves on covers
can prevent water from entering the
gutters and thus a threat to leak into
the home’s foundation or damage the
siding, windows and doors.
Location is also a determining factor
in gutter cover selection. Is the home
in an open area, away from heavy
leaf and needle debris? Or is it under
heavy timber? The type of debris that
is likely to fall on the house and into
the gutters is a factor to consider. Do
you live in a pine forest or semi-arid
desert? Is the home in a dry climate
that receives little no rainfall, or in a
region that receives steady, year-round
moisture? Are rainstorms heavy, or
moderate and consistent? Does the
home get a lot of snow, or is it cold for
long periods of time? Does the area
experience fires?

www.E-ZGutter.com
e-z 2018 spring 8x10.75 .indd 1
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e-z island half vert 4.625 x 7.375.indd 1

Choosing gutter covers that can work
in the corresponding climate and
mother nature can affect choice and
installation. GE
3/30/18 12:55 PM

6/27/19 12:34 PM

Rise in Unpredictable
Weather Putting More
Pressure on Home
Maintenance Systems
By Cassie Miller and Brian Mahoney

Dorian One of Strongest, Longest-Lasting Hurricanes on Record in the Atlantic

A

cross the U.S., an increase in unpredictable
weather is putting homes at risk. Heavy
downpours, heat waves and storms bringing
strong winds have all been putting pressure
on rain gutters, sump pumps and other home
maintenance systems. Just in the first half of 2019, the
Mississippi River saw its worst flood since 1927, Denver
was still receiving over three inches of snowfall well into
the summer months and a single weekend in May spurred
tornadoes. In early September, Hurricane Dorian wreaked
havoc over the Bahamas. The category 5 storm decimated
entire structures in its path, causing an estimated $1.5 to $3
billion in damages. Dorian is the strongest hurricane to hit
the northwestern Bahamas on record. Storms like Dorian
are rare, but now experts are warning individuals to prep
for more intense weather.
Noah Diffenbaugh, a professor at Stanford University in
Palo Alto, Calif. said that climate change has already increased the odds of record hot and wet events.
So, how can professionals help homeowners better protect
their homes’ systems from the added pressures of a more
unpredictable climate? In Fort Lauderdale, Fla., a city that
often finds itself in the path of these storms, Jose Irizarry,
President of Coast to Coast Gutters and his team have
developed tricks to make the gutters in storm-prone areas
more structurally sound. While he said that those techniques are “trade secrets,” he added that the most common

type of gutter damage he sees from storms like Dorian is
caused by debris. The Coast to Coast team does offer some
ideas for how to combat debris damage. “Larger gutters
are great for increasing overall rainfall capacity,” Irizarry
said. “This also leaves more leeway for tree debris during
the storm. It is, absolutely-not a fun experience to end up
with a clogged gutter in the midst of a serious storm. Going
out in harsh storms and hurricanes would be potentially harmful, so it is best to take precautionary measures
that leave no reason to end up trying to fix gutter issues.”
Storms like Dorian that bring large volumes of water in a
matter of minutes, can be particularly damaging to homes
with inadequate gutters. “Heavy rain can cause the downspout to “bottleneck” the water, thus leaving excess water
with nowhere to go. By opting for larger gutters can help
alleviate this issue, as house drainage is able to drain a
higher volume of water. Many houses are ill-equipped with
low capacity gutters. Upsizing gutter size keeps customers’
homes safe from foundational or other physical damage,”
Irizarry said. Weather can cause all kinds of issues for
roofs and gutters. Unfortunately, after most severe weather
events, unless the damage is obvious, very few people examine the roofs of their homes or businesses. Irizarry concludes, “This is a mistake that could cost homeowners a lot
of money in the long run.” Whether it’s expert installation
or an upgrade, it’s worth the extra effort to be proactive
and help homeowners make smart gutter choices in storm
prone regions of the country. GE
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No Wasted Steps!

By Brian Mahoney

P

ete Erickson is the real DEAL. Done Right Gutter out of New Jersey has compiled quite a track
record. Celebrating 40 years in the gutter industry
and doing this while selling, installing and keeping his
own books. Truly a one-man wonder! Pete goes onto
say, “I have been doing gutters for a long time and been
chased off more roofs and down the street by swarms
of yellow jackets. Stung by too many wasps. Covered in
poison ivy from May to October and fallen off too many
roofs to recount.”
“I Travel as far west, south and north as Jersey allows.” His
reputation speaks volumes and has never been burned on
a residential install in 40 years. Pete’s stature is well over 10
feet but stands 5’8” and is in great shape! He mentions, you
just can’t be tall and do this job. Your center of balance is
too high on your body and you can’t get close to the sides
and lean over to install gutters. How does he do it, you ask?
Eats right, doesn’t drink but, an occasional beer. Eats several small meals a day and stays active. By the time he gets
home at 10 at night he is exhausted.
In New Jersey unions are prevalent. Pete comes up
against Union members, on commercial installs and this
interface requires a coolness that gets him through any

interaction. “I love people especially older individuals;
they possess a knowledge that we should always admire
and respect. Veterans, simply the finest individuals you
will ever meet. All our individuals in the emergency
response occupation are real heroes. They put their lives
on the line every day.”
“I started out in 1980’s and used spikes and ferrules,
you had to really know what you were doing back then,
miss the head of a spike and you are replacing an entire
section of gutter. Hidden hangers have made the projects
less time consuming and arduous. I run 73 feet up a 40
foot ladder and climb roofs that would scare most stunt
men. No job is ever the same and houses are too close together, especially in Phillipsburg, NJ. It’s difficult to get a
ladder or any type of climbing device close to the house.
Most of the homes are built in the 40’s and 50’s and difficult to access. Parking can be a challenge and running
out longer gutter lengths can be a real conundrum. A lot
of our quotes are sight unseen. Google maps comes in
handy or a fly over in my plane and take pictures HAHAHA! But, today it almost unheard of to get out to every
quote. My challenge, Slavic and Hispanic run companies,
they will under bid me by several hundreds of dollars
and it’s hard to compete with that. Some of them do good
work! I have an excellent reputation and do not have to
advertise, it’s all word of mouth. I recently had a Russian
crew working down the street from me that stopped by
and mentioned what great workmanship and how fast I
was moving, no wasted steps! They thought I was a 20year old, just wish it were true. Pete and I met in Maplewood, New Jersey where I grew up and enjoyed a cool
childhood. How times have changed in my old stomping
grounds. I thoroughly enjoyed meeting Pete and have a
tremendous amount of respect for someone who gets up
5 to 6 times a week to take on the challenge. Pete is also
a writer. Look for his book on Amazon. ”Smoked Like
Chimneys, Drank Like Fish, Raised Under the Influence”
coming in couple months. GE
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Industry Resources and Websites
Hancock Enterprises, Inc.
www.hancockent.com
KWM Gutterman, Inc.
www.kwmgutterman.com
Raytec Manufacturing LLC
www.raytecllc.com
Diamond Back Gutter Covers
www.diamondbackguttercovers.com
Ralph Wilhelm Seamless Spouting Inc.
www.wilhelmspouting.com
Liberty Seamless Enterprises
www.libertyseamless.com

National Weather ServiceClimate Prediction Center
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/
products/Drought/
www.disastersafety.org
Insurance Institute for Business &
Home Safety, a nonprofit research
organization “leading to real-world
solutions for home and business owners, helping to create more resilient
communities.” Their best practices and
certification program called “Fortified”
provides contractors and installers
guides to retrofitting and installing
new weather-prone materials. They
suggest that “gutters and downspouts

be designed and tested for outstanding performance.”
www.rainchains.com
Artistic Downspouts for Home, Business
and Gardens using pure copper, brass
and even aluminum for materials.
www.allweatherarmour.com
The Only Four Season Roof & Gutter
Protection™

Front Street Manufacturing, Inc.
www.gutterworks.com
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We truly appreciate the companies who have put their faith in Gutter Enterprise.
We welcome our new advertisers! Thank you for your belief that our
magazine will benefit the entire industry.
This is your publication and an opportunity to grow sales, industry awareness and
exposure to over 7500 subscribers nationally.

Gutter Tools & Accessories
FREE SHIPPING
On orders of $100.00 or more. Some restrictions apply.

 HANGERS

ArmourGuard® Ice

All Weather Armour® introduces a new and absolutely
revolutionary gutter guard – ArmourGuard® Ice! By using
their patented ultimate gutter guard technology and integrating
the AWA Self-Regulating Heat Cable a true four season roof and
gutter protector has been created! This is the only gutter guard
in the industry that is designed to not only prevent any debris
from entering the gutters while simultaneously maximizing water
throughput via capillary action, but also eliminating ice formation in and on top of the gutters and preventing slip hazards
on the walkways and driveways below. In addition, ArmourGuard® Ice will help eradicate ice dam formation that not only
can damage the exterior of the house, but the interior as well. This
new product is designed to replace their since retired IceBreaker® heated gutter guard, offering a drastic improvement not only
with quicker thermal transfer but also a higher heat zone area and
temperature. For more information and a free sample contact All
Weather Armour® online: www.allweatherarmour.com via
email: sales@allweatherarmour.com or call toll free: 888-654-4942.

 CAULK
 SCREWS
 MITERS

WWW.GUTTERMATERIALS.COM
ORDER@AMERICANGUTTERS.COM

319-465-6655

Prevents leaves, pine
needles, seeds and debris
from clogging your gutters!

Steel Powder Coated Screen

UltraFlo Small Hole

UltraFlo MicroX

• Step down design
• Less than 1/16 inch openings

• Small hole steel screen
• Available in regular or step down
• Less than 3/16 inch openings

Small hole

 END CAPS

Small hole
step down

Call U.S. Aluminum | 800-877-7026

We pay the freight on any order over $100!

YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW TRY THE

BEST

A GUTTER PROTECTION SYSTEM THAT ACTUALLY WORKS
The Clean Sweep™ Gutter Protection System is a gutter cover like
no other. The perforated openings provide maximum rain water
flow while restricting leaves and other debris. A sloped rubberbased insert is weather resistant providing added support and
positive drainage.
The extended front end of the
Extreme Miter™ Inside Gutter
Corner provides an enlarged
catch basin, directing water
away from the front edge and
channeling it through the gutter troughs to prevent overflowing.
The extensive line of gutter
hangers includes M-Hook, Quick
Release and Hefty Hidden Hangers
for installations that are fast,
straight and secure.
We are the supplier to the major manufacturers and distributors for their
fittings in their colors.

For your FREE Samples of these
products, contact your supplier
or email: BobJ@HancockEnt.com

20655 Northline Road
Taylor, Michigan 48180
734.287.8840 | 800.544.0393 | Fax 734.287.8841

VISIT WWW.HANCOCKENT.COM TO VIEW ALL OF OUR QUALITY, AMERICAN MADE PRODUCTS.

